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probably not. the big ten does not need the aac, it has the b1g. the acc does not need the big ten. i could see the acc wanting to expand if the big ten wanted to expand. the big ten
will probably expand with one acc school and another team from the big 12, which would make sense. the acc would be willing to accept a big 12 school as a backup plan if the big
12 fell apart. so, in my opinion, the big ten will not expand with the acc. to expand in the east, the big ten will probably target the acc (or even the sec). to expand in the west, the

big ten will probably target the wac. if the sec and the big ten really want to be more media relevant, they need to start acting like it. instead of trying to keep up with the pac-12 in
its 4-year plan, they need to start trying to make sure that their networks are as relevant as the pac-12nets. the pac-12nets are not a competitor to the sec network, they are just
another outlet of the pac-12, which is a downgraded version of the big ten network. when it comes to reaching the most fans and the most eyeballs, the sec network is the way to
go. if the sec and big ten really want to be more media relevant, they need to start acting like it. instead of trying to keep up with the pac-12 in its 4-year plan, they need to start

trying to make sure that their networks are as relevant as the pac-12nets. the pac-12nets are not a competitor to the sec network, they are just another outlet of the pac-12, which
is a downgraded version of the big ten network. when it comes to reaching the most fans and the most eyeballs, the sec network is the way to go.
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the only true issue with the big ten network is its scheduling. the current method of scheduling for the big 10 network involves a committee of big ten head coaches, looking at the
big ten rotation and other conferences schedules, and trying to match up. the big ten network has even been known to change their scheduling format to try to make it work. for

the most part, this scheduling system works to a degree, but when there is a large discrepancy in the quality of teams, it can lead to some bad match ups (although, to be fair, that
does happen in every conference). i have to agree with you on this one, but it has to be viewed as an all-inclusive concept (speaking from a purely football standpoint here). that

means that if nebraska is willing to make up some of those big 10, g12, and sec games, then its probably more than worth it (although i think those teams should get compensated
somehow). i know i said in the last post that i wouldnt comment, but i will make an exception here. in my opinion, this move would be the dumbest in the history of college sports.
lets pretend that we are not talking about schools like nebraska, ohio state, michigan, iowa, penn state, minnesota, wisconsin, michigan state, michigan, illinois, indiana, purdue,

northwestern, and usc, amongst others. that is still a solid list of a dozen schools (and while i think nebraska should be playing in a bcs bowl game, i dont think that they need to be
played in a bcs bowl game this year). it would also be a $65m (at least) drain on the big ten network (at least for the first year). i understand that it would make money, but just

look at the situation in the big ten right now. its not even close to fully recovered from the osu scandal. if i were a conference member, i would run from this thing as fast as i could.
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